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Our Reviews: 
 

5★on Facebook, Nov 12, 2013 

Lisa Carley-Baxter 

We have been with Class Act Maid Service for close to a decade. The quality of their work has always been 

outstanding. They are easy to work with and flexible. They do a great job. If you need a house cleaner, please 

support this local small business! 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Dec 21, 2012 

JamesInRaleigh 

Class-Act Maid Service has been a staple in my home upkeep for months now, and I am always pleased with their 

services. Their friendly and reliable staff along with their high quality of workmanship are just two of the main reasons 

why I recommend them to anyone who is looking for a new home cleaning service. 
 
 

4★on Yellow Pages, Nov 14, 2012 

Dino C. 

tried several services and found Class Act Maid Service is by far the best ...highly recommend 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Sep 17, 2012 

dmcookmeyer 

I first hired Class Act when my second son was born - he's going to college next year! Linda, Dino, and the cleaning 

staff are professional, courteous, responsive, and just all around good people. They have been doing a great job 

keeping my house clean and the very few times there has been a problem, they are quick to resolve it. They have 

also helped me find other reliable companies for services like power-washing, window-washing, and carpet-cleaning 

with just about no effort on my part. All at a great price - you won't find better! 
 
 

4★on Merchant Circle, Sep 08, 2012 

Kzk 

I was hesitant to let someone clean my house because I'm pretty detailed when it comes to cleaning. I decided to 

give Class Act a try because my neighborhood blog suggested them as not the cheapest but the most thorough 

service. Indeed I have been truly pleased with the job that has been done. 
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5★on Merchant Circle, Aug 14, 2012 

stacnelson 

Best I can remember, we have been using Class Act Maids to clean our house twice a month for 20 years (we moved 

into our first house in Raleigh in 1987). I feel like they are part of the family....their service and attention to detail is 

amazing and I am always confident about the staff they send to my home. In all that time....there has only been 2 

incidents were something was broken and it was ALWAYS handled professionally and to my satisfaction. As an 

aside...I worked with them to have my windows washed. The team they sent was great....polite, professional and did 

a superior job. Thank you Gino 
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4★on Merchant Circle, Jul 11, 2012 

rolayo 

Began using Class Act Maid Service after they were referred from work associates and have found them over the 

past couple years to be very very competent and consistent in their cleaning of our home. Their staff is well trained 

and the company is run very effectively..We feel our home is very secure and trust them in our home ..We very highly 

recommend them ..The Richads 
 
 

4★on Insider Pages, Jul 11, 2012 

Richard C. 

Excellent Service 

We have tried several services over the years and never really found one that was reliable and did consistently good 

work until we started using Class Act ..We have found them to be very accomodating, reliable and very trustworthy. 

They have a well trained staff and do consistently good work. We have enjoyed having them service our home..We 

would highly recommend them ..B and L 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Jun 12, 2012 

MandieRae 

I have been using Class Act Maid service for the past 3 months. I hired them for a deep clean shortly after 

construction on my home AND the birth of a new baby. They have done an exceptional job every time with amazing 

attention to detail! I plan to continue to use them on a regular basis! 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Oct 08, 2011 

Stacey 

Class Act Maid Service has been cleaning our house twice per month for 11 years now. They are amazing! The staff 

is dependable, efficient and pay close attention to detail. Linda is wonderful to work with when a scheduling change is 

needed. Can't say enough good things about them!! 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Sep 09, 2011 

Susan M 

Don’t make the same mistakes we did by trying a number of “independent” house cleaners who fail to show up or 

leave with your valuables. Go with the consistent, trustworthy, reliable team at Class Act who are focused on being 

everything you want and need. Service is personal, and prices are competitive. We’ve been with Class Act for years 

spanning two different homes in two different communities. You won’t be disappointed. 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Sep 09, 2011 

B and L Kar 

Have used many services and must say that we finally found these folks over a year ago and have been very very 

pleased .They are genuinelly interested in doing a good job.Their staff is trained and do consistently good work.We 

trust them with the care of our home 
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5★on Merchant Circle, Aug 29, 2011 

Anonymous 

I met the Class Act folks through work. They now clean my home as well. I have always been quite pleased with their 

work and would highly recommend them! 
 
 

5★on Merchant Circle, Aug 25, 2011 

Denise Wolfe 

Class Act has been cleaning my home for years (possibly close to 5) and they are reliable, trustworthy, dependable 

and provide a great cleaning service. The owners are terrific to work with if you need to rearrange your scheduled day 

and the cleaners are polite and friendly. It is a wonderful treat to come home every other week to a clean house that 

smells fresh. I highly recommend them and have never needed to look else where. 
 
 
 

5★on Insider Pages, Nov 11, 2010 

Nancy D. 

Wonderful 

I used Class Act for 8 years (til I got laid off from my job). I can't wait til the day when I can call Linda and have them 

back. They are outstanding and dependable. My house wasspotless! 
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